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Images of Rigid Digraphs 
PA VOL HELL AND J AROSLA v N ESETRIL 
We characterize those finite digraphs which are homomorphic images of rigid graphs. In the 
infinite case we obtain partial results only and the problem seems to be difficult. This is related 
on the one side to the theory of well quasi-ordered sets and on the other side to universality of 
graphs of small height. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we deal with directed graphs (without loops and multiple arcs). Graphs 
may be infinite. 
Given graphs G = (V, E), H = (W, F) a homomorphism F: G- H is a mapping 
V - W which satisfies (/ (x ), f (y)) E F for every (x, y) E £. We also say that G maps 
into H. If each (z, w) E Fis some (f(x),f(y)) for (x, y) E £, and each w E Wis some 
f (x) for x E V, we say that f: G - H is a homomorphism of G onto H. 
A graph G is called rigid if the only homomorphism G - G is the identity. Rigid 
graphs were investigated, for example, in [5], [6] and [9]. In particular, the following 
question is studied in [ 1]: 
Characterize those undirected graphs H for which there exists a rigid graph 
G and a homomorphism of G onto H. 
The purpose of this paper is to consider the analogous question for directed graphs. 
Let us remark that the relationship of directed and undirected rigid graphs is an 
interesting one and it was previously studied, for example, in [11] and [8], or [10] and 
[2]. While the undirected rigid graphs are more difficult to construct (see e.g. [5, 6]), 
several theorems for undirected graphs have no counterpart in the directed case. We 
mention here the following. 
PROBLEM [12]. What is the minimal number of arcs of a rigid directed graph with n 
vertices? 
(For undirected graphs is the answer n + 2, with a few exceptions, see [6].) 
The key to our analysis is the study of balanced graphs. This is contained in Section 3 
where we introduce the notion of the height of a graph and state our main results 
(Theorem 3.3 and 4.9). The following is a particular case of these results: 
THEOREM. Each undirected graph without isolated vertices is the homomorphic 
image of a rigid (directed) graph. 
(This should be compared with the main result of [1]; not every undirected graph is 
an image of a rigid undirected graph.) 
In Section 5 we mention examples of infinite directed graphs which fail to be 
homomorphic images of rigid graphs. This is related to classes well quasi-ordered by 
the existence of homomorphism. Finally, Section 6 contains a few concluding remarks. 
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2. BALANCED GRAPHS 
DEFINITTON 2.1. A cycle is balanced if it has the same number of arcs going one way 
as going the other way (with respect to a fixed transversal of the cycle). A directed 
graph G = ( U, E) is balanced if each of its cycles is balanced. 
The net length of a path is the number of arcs going forwards minus the number 
going backwards. 
A directed path of length n (i.e. with n + 1 vertices) will be denoted by Pn. Finally, 
P00 denotes the doubly infinite directed path. 
PROPOSITTON 2.2. For a directed graph G the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) G is balanced; 
(2) there is a homomorphism G-+ P"'. 
PROOF. Since the homomorphism image of an unbalanced cycle must contain an 
unbalanced cycle, it suffices to prove that (1) implies (2). Without loss of generality, let 
G be a connected balanced graph. Any two paths with a fixed beginning and a fixed 
end have the same net length. Let x be a fixed vertex of G and let f (y) be the net 
length of any path from x toy. One can check that f is a homomorphism G-+ P"°. 0 
This leads to the following: 
DEFINITTON 2.3. Let G be a balanced graph. Let A(G) be the minum n such that 
there exists a homomorphism G-+ Pn. (Possibly n = oo.) We call A( G) the height of G. 
Let us remark that it follows from the above proof of Proposition 2.2 that for 
connected graph G a homomorphism f: G-+ P"° is uniquely determined by the value 
f(x) for any one vertex x of G. It follows that for a connected balanced G with finite 
height A there exists unique homomorphism f: G-+ PA· This homomorphism will also 
be denoted by A By convention, we let A denote an arbitrary homomorphism G-+ P"' 
if G has infinite height. 
This has several corollaries. We want to mention the following results explicitly as 
we shall need them later: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a connected balanced graph with finite A(G). Then A(x) = 
max{A(P) IP is a path in G which terminates in x.} 
LEMMA 2.5. Let G and H be balanced, f: G-+H a homomorphism. Then 
A(G)~A(H). 
LEMMA 2.6. Let G and H be connected balanced graphs with A( G) = A(H) < oo, and 
letf: G-+H be a homomorphism. Then/ preserves A. (Explicitly AH(f(x)) = Ac(x)for 
every x e V(G).) 
Finally, we have: 
PRorosmoN 2. 7. Let G be a rigid balanced graph with finite A( G). Then G contains 
a rigid path P with A( G) = A(P). 
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PROOF. Let P be a shortest path (i.e. having the fewest arcs) with A(P) = A(G). (It 
exists by 2.4). Then P can be seen to be rigid by 2.6. D 
REMARK. Of course, 2.7 need not hold for infinite A 
An antidirected path is a path P with A(P) = 1. 
Denote by a(G) the maximal length (number of arcs) of an antidirected path in G. 
We put a(G) = oo if there are arbitrarily long antidirected paths. As we shall see below, 
the numbers a( G) may be used for testing the existence of a homomorphism. 
3. BALANCED RIGID GRAPHS 
We begin our investigation of balanced rigid graphs of small height with an analysis 
of rigid trees. 
Denote by T,, the path of length 2a + 3 which contains an antidirected path of length 
2a + 1 and does not contain directed path of length 3. It is easy to see that T,, is 
uniquely determined (up to isomorphism). The path T3 is depicted in Figure 1. 
Similarly, Ta.b will denote a path of length 2a + 2b + 4 and height 4, as illustrated in 
Figure 2. Two rigid graphs G, G' are mutually rigid if there are no homomorphisms 
G-+G', G'-+G. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For a fixed A the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) there are mutually rigid trees T, T', A(T) = A(T') =A; 
(2) J\;;?;4. 
PROOF. (2)::}(1) Consider trees Ta.b· Then, using 2.6 there exists a homomorphism 
f: T,,b-+Ta·b· iff a~a', b~b'. Thus T1,2 and T2, 1 are mutually rigid. It is easy to 
extend these to T~. 1 and T;, 2 respectively, so that T~. 1 and the T;, 2 remain mutually 
rigid, and have the required A 
(1)::} (2) Exhausting a few cases one can check that all rigid trees with A.~ 3 are 
directed paths with A~ 2 and the graphs T0 , a;;?; 1. (In the only non-trivial case A= 3, 
this also follows from the next proposition.) 0 
The next result characterizes rigid graphs with height~ 3. Recall that a retract of a 
graph G is a subgraph H of G such that there exists a homomorphism G-+ H with 
f(h) = h for all he V(H). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (1) Let G be a finite connected and balanced graph, A(G) = 3. 
Then there exists an a such that G has a retract isomorphic to T,,. 
(2) Let G be connected and balanced, A(G) = i, i = 0, 1, 2. Then G has a retract 
isomorphic to P;. 
FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 
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PROOF. Let a be the minimal such that T,, is a subgraph of G. Put V(T,,) = x 0 , x 1<o» 
x2<o» Xt(t)> ••• , Xt(a)> x2<a» x3 • Define r: G- T,, by the following: R(z) is the unique 
vertex ; of T,, with A(;)= A(z) and distance (#arcs) to x0 at least min(2a + 3), dz 
(where dz is the minimum distance between z and any vertex v with A(v) = 0 in G). 
This r maps all z with A(z)* = 0 to x 0 , all z with A(z) = 3 to x 3 (by minimality of a) 
and all other vertices 'as far away from x0 as possible'. It is easy to see that r is a 
homomorphism, and that r(z) = z if z E Ta. 
The proof of (2) is easy. Since fa;- G - P; is rigid, G - fa; must be a retraction. D 
Now we can formulate the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 3.3. For a directed finite graph H with at least 4 vertices the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) His the homomorphic image of a rigid graph; 
(2) If a component H; of His balanced then A(H;) ~ 4 with a possible exception of a 
unique finite component H;(o) satisfying A(H;<o» = 3. This component H;<o> then has a 
unique vertex with A(x) = 0 and a unique vertex y with A(y) = 3. 
Note that P0 , P1 , P2 are the only graphs which are images of rigid digraphs and have 
fewer than 4 vertices. 
PROOF. First, we prove (1) ~ (2). Let H be a homomorphic image of rigid G. Let 
Gi, j E J, be components of G. Clearly, Gi, j E J, is a family of mutually rigid graphs. 
Thus, using Proposition 3.2, there exists at most one j 0 E J such that A( Gi0 ) = 3 and Gio 
is isomorphic to T,, for an a~ 0. Now (2) follows by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. D 
The reverse implication will be proved in several steps in Section 4. 
4. RIGID GRAPHS WITH GIVEN HOMOMORPHIC IMAGE (2) ~ (1) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A(H) = 3 be a connected graph with unique vertices x and y such 
that A(x) = 0, A(y) = 3. Then H is a homomorphic image of a rigid graph G with 
A(G) =3. 
PROOF. Follows from Proposition 3.2 by choosing G = T,,, a sufficiently large 
(a= IE(H)I - 2 will do). One simply observes that every connected graph with height 
one is a homomorphic image of an antidirected path. D 
LEMMA 4.2. Let H be a finite connected directed graph which is either unbalanced or 
A(H) ~ 4. Then there exists a path P with vertices {x0 , .•• , xn} with the following 
properties: 
(1) His a homomorphic image of P; 
(2) There exists r < n such that the path P' induced by {x0 , ..• , x,} is rigid and 
A(P') = 4, and the path P" induced by {x,+ 1, ••• , Xn} satisfies a(P") ~ r. 
PROOF. Let P' be the shortest path with A.(P') = 4 for which there exists a 
homomorphism f: P' - H. (If H is balanced than we may choose P' to be a shortest 
path of height 4 in H (see Lemma 2.4): if H contains an unbalanced cycle than we may 
have to consider the paths which can be mapped into such cycles.) 
Put V(P') = {x0, ... , x,}, y = f(x,) E V(H). Now let P = {x,, ... , xs} be a path for 
which there exists a homomorphism g of Ponto H satisfying g(x,) = f(x,) = y. (Every 
connected graph H is the homomorphic image of some path.) Finally, replace each 
edge of P by an antidirected path of length f, where i E {r, r + l} is an odd number 
(see Figure 3). 
1\ 
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Call the resulting path P" and call its vertices {xn ... , Xn}. Let P be the 
concatenation of the paths P' and P". It is easy to see that the homomorphisms f' and J 
induce a homomorphism of P onto H. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let P be a rigid finite path, A(P) ~ 4. Then there are mutually rigid 
paths P1 , Pi such that Pis a homomorphic image of both P1 and Pi. 
PROOF. Put a(P) = k. An antidirected path in P is called of type 1 (type 2, 
respectively) if it contains only vertices x with A(x) = 1 and 2 (A(x) = 2 and 3, 
respectively). (Note that every antidirected path contains vertices with two values of A 
only.) Let P1 (Pi respectively) be the path which is obtained from P replacing every 
antidirected path of length a of type 1 (type 2 respectively) by an antidirected path of 
length k +a. It is easy to check (using 2.6) that Pl> Pi are rigid, that there is no 
homomorphism P1 - Pi and Pi- P1 , and that P is a homomorphic image of both P1 
and Pi. D 
The importance of Lemma 4.3 stems from the following, somewhat surprising, 
result: 
THEOREM 4.4. For a directed graph H the following three statements are equivalent: 
(0) either His unbalanced or A(H) ~ 4; 
(1) there are two mutually rigid paths Pl> Pi of height 4 which admit homomorphisms to 
H; 
(2) the class - H of all directed graphs G which admit homomorphism to H is 
universal. 
Here we use the term universal in the sense of [13]. What this means is that there 
exists an embedding of the category of all graphs and all homomorphisms into the 
category - H. The precise meaning will also be clear from the proof which follows. We 
state this result for the sake of completeness. Below we shall make use only of the fact 
that for A(H) ~ 4 the class - H has a large family of mutually rigid graphs. 
PROOF. (0)~(1) is a combination of Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 3.2. First, we 
prove the application (2) ~ (1), which is easier. Of course it follows from universality 
that there are two mutually rigid graphs G1 , Gi which admit homomorphisms to H. 
Using Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 2.6 we obtain A(H) ~ 4. Combining Proposition 2.7 
with Lemma 4.3 yields (1). 
Now we prove (1)~(2). Let P1 , Pi be two mutually rigid paths of height 4. 
Explicitly, let P; = (V;, E;), i = 1, 2. Let a?, at EV; satisfy A(a?) = 0, A(at) = 3, i = 1, 2. 
Let k ~ max{a(P1)a(Pi)} be a fixed odd number. Let G = (V, E) be a given 
antisymmetric digraph (i.e. such that (x, y) EE~ (y, x) ~ E). 
We shall construct a directed graph G* = (V*, E*) as follows: 
V* = (V x Vi) U (£ x Vi) U (£ x { a 1 , ••• , ak> b 1 , ••• , bd) 
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The set of arcs consists of the following arcs: 
((v, v1), (v, vi)) 
((e, v2), (e, v~)) 
where (v 1 , vi) E E1; 
where ( v 2 , v~) E E 2 • 
Furthermore, for any e = (v, v') EE, the vertices (v, a?), (e, a1), (e, a2), .•• , (e, ak), 
(e, a~) and the vertices (e, aD, (e, b1), (e, b2), ••• , (e, bk), v~ai) form an antidirected 
path of length k + 1 with ((v, a?), (e, a1)) EE* and ((e, aD, (e, b 1)) EE*. 
Thus the graph G * is obtained from G by replacing every vertex by a copy of P1 and 
every edge of G by a copy of P2 and by joining appropriate copies by 'long' 
antidirected paths. Obviously, G* admits a homomorphism to H. 
Now it should be clear that if G = (V, E) and G' = (V', E') are directed graphs and 
/: G- G' is a homomorphism then f induces a homomorphism/*: G*- G*. The 
mapping/* may be defined by f*(v, v 1) = (f(v), v 1) 
f*((v, v'), x) = ((f(v),f(v')), x). 
On the other hand, if g: G*- G'* is a homomorphism, then (using the mutual rigidity 
of P1 and P2 and the assumption on k) we have g({v}) x Vi)= {v} x Vi, g({e} x Vi)= 
{e'} x Vi. 
Put ii= f(v). It is also clear from construction that e' = (f(v), f(v')) if e = (v, v'). 
Thusg=f*. 
Consequently, the homomorphisms between graphs G * and G' * are in 1-1 
correspondence with homomorphisms between G and G'. This correspondence 
establishes the desired embedding of the category of all antisymmetric graphs into the 
category of all digraphs which admit homomorphisms to H. D 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.3 (2) ~ (1). Let If;, j El be the components of H, assume 
0 ft 1. For every j El, let P; be a rigid path of height 4 which admits a homomorphism 
into If; (see Lemma 4.2); assume furthermore that P; has been chosen to have the least 
possible length. · 
Put n =max IP;I. Thus each P; contains unique vertex with A= 0 and A= 4. It is easy 
to see that there exists a 'universal path' for all paths of height 4 and length n. This 
universal sequence has code of, for example (of length n 2 + 2) 
0 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 ... 2 3 2 3 2 3 4. 
n n n n 
Thus there exists a path P of height 4 such that every path P; is a homomorpic image of 
P. 
Now we may apply Theorem 4.4 and we obtain finite graphs Gj, j E 1, i = 1, 2 which 
are mutually rigid and which have P (and thus all P;, j El) as a homomorphic image. 
Fix/J: GJ-P; an onto homomorphism (for each i and j). Let a= 1 +max a(G~). Let us 
invoke Lemma 4.2 again and extend the path P; by the path Qj such that each Hj is a 
homomorphic image of P; U Qj. Let xj be a fixed vertex of P; n Qj and let v~ E V(GJ) 
satisfiesf;{vJ) =xj, j El, i = 1, 2. Finally, let Qj be a path from vJ to vJ such that there 
exists homomorphism onto Q; - Qj which maps the first and the last vertex of Q; to xj 
and which satisfies a(Qj) =a. 
Put Gj = GJ U Qj U GJ. Composing all the above definitions, we conclude that the 
graphs Gj, j E 1, are mutually rigid and that each Hj is a homomorphic image of Gj. 
It remains for us to consider the case that there exists a component H0 of H with 
height 3. It follows by assumptions that H0 is rigid. Put n' = max(n, IV(H0)1) and 
proceed as above for components H;, i EI (with A.(H;) ~ 4) with the only difference that 
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all constructed graphs G; should not contain a path of height 3 with :!f;n' vertices. This 
is possible by construction given in the proof of Theorem 4.4. This concludes the proof 
of Theorem 3.3. D 
Let us remark that a similar theorem does not hold for infinite graphs (see Section 
5). However, for certain infinite H the above proof is valid. In fact, it is sufficient to 
assume that there exists an a such that every component ~ of H contains a rigid path P; 
of height 4 with at most a vertices. One can then proceed as above, and prove the 
following: 
THEOREM 4.5. Let H be a directed graph. Let there exists a positive integer a such 
that every component ~ of H contains an image of a path l'; of height 4 with at most a 
points. Then H is a homomorphic image of a rigid graph. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let H be a directed graph. Let every component of H contains a 
symmetric edge (i.e. cycle of length 2). Then H is a homomorphic image of a rigid 
graph. 
This implies the theorem mentioned in the introduction. 
COROLLARY 4. 7. Let H be a directed graph with finitely many components. Then H 
is a homomorphic image of a rigid graph. 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let H be a graph for which there exists a constant c with the 
following property: every component ~ of H either contains an unbalanced cycle of 
length :!f;c or there exists a path P; of height 4 with at most :!f;c vertices which maps into 
~· Then His an image of a rigid graph. 
5. NECESSARY CONDITIONS (WQO) 
A complete characterization of images of infinite rigid graphs seems to be a difficult 
problem. In this section we provide some examples of infinite graphs which fail to be 
images of rigid graphs. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let H be the graph the components of which are all rigid paths of 
height 4. Then H fails to be the image of a rigid graph. 
PROOF. Suppose the contrary. Let G be a rigid graph, which admits a homomorph-
ism onto H. Let G; be a component of G of height ;:;.4 (it exists by Proposition 3.2). By 
Lemma 2. 7, G; contains a rigid path P; of height 4. Clearly, G-+ P;. But as P; is 
isomorphic to a component ~ of H, there exists j' and a homomorphism Gr-+ Hr. 
Thus G fails to be rigid as we have ( G j-+ H; = P;-+ G; ). D 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let H be the graph the components of which are all rigid paths of 
height 5. Then H fails to be an image of a rigid graph. 
PROOF. Suppose the contrary: let G be rigid which maps onto H. Let G;, i EI be 
components of G. Clearly, for no i holds A(G;) = 5. Consider only those paths of 
height 5 which have unique vertex with A.(x) = 0, A.(y) = 5. As for every component we 
have A.( G;) = 4, we obtain that for every path P of length 4 there exists an index i such 
that G; maps onto P;. But then we may use the similar proof as in 5.1. D 
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By a similar argument we may prove that the graph the components of which are all 
rigid paths of height A., ). ;;;.: 4 fails to be an image of a rigid graph. 
In the above examples it is not necessary to consider the set of all rigid graphs; in 
fact, a smaller family suffices. We have the following relevant results, which are of an 
independent interest. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let ~;. be the class of all finite paths of height A.. Consider ~;. as a 
partially ordered set induced by the existence of homomorphism. (Explicitly: P ~ P' if 
there exists a homomorphism f: P' - P.) 
Then the following two properties are equivalent: 
(1) ).~3; 
(2) for every sequence P1 , P2 , ••• , Pn . .. of elements of g>;. there are indices i <j such 
that I';~ P;. 
In other words, (2) means that the class g>;. is well-quasi-ordered by the existence of 
homomorphism for ). = 1, 2, 3. 
PROOF. (1)::} (2) is clear (see Proposition 3.1). 
(2) ::} (1) follows from Theorem 4.4. D 
A finer result is available. Denote by g>; the class of all paths of height i which are 
minimal (i.e. they have unique vertex with A.(x) = 0 and A.(x) = i). 
THEOREM 5.4. For). the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) ).~4; 
(2) g>~ is well-quasi-ordered by the existence of homomorphisms. 
PROOF. For (2)::} (1) we may use a proof similar to that of (2)::} (1) in Proposition 
5.2. For (1)::} (2) it suffices to consider).= 4. However, every path P = ( {x0 , ••• , xn}, 
E) may be coded as a sequence (A.(x;, X;+ 1) Ji= 0, ... , n - 1), where A.(x;, X;+ 1) = 
min(A.(x;), A.(x;+ 1)). For example, the graph in Figure 4 has code (0 11122 11112 3). 
To shorten the notation we shall abbreviate the code by (10 , 31, 2z, 41, a2 , 13) and we 
say that entry a; belong to ith level. For a path P we denote its code by c(P). 
First let us consider paths P and P' which satisfy A.(x0) = 0, A.(xn) = 4. ( *) 
One can easy see that 
if c(P) = (c1> ... , c,) and c(P') = (c;, ... , c;) 
then there exists a homomorphism P' - P proving that c(P) is a majorized special 
subword of c(P'). This means that there are indexes 1 ~ i 1 < · · · < i, ~ s with i1 =1, 
i2 = 2, i, - 1 = s - 1, i, = s such that both cj and c;(j) both belong to the same level and 
c;(j);;;.: C;. 
Thus we may apply the theorem of Higman [11] to find in every infinite sequence 
P1, ••• , Pn, ... of paths satisfying A.(x0 ) = 0, A.(xn) = 4 two paths with I';~ P;, i <j. 
Paths which do not satisfy this condition may be handled similarly, as every path with 
FIGURE 4 
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unique vertex with A(x) = 0, A(x) = 4 may be considered as a triple of paths P0 , P1, P2 , 
where A(P0) < 4, A(P2) < 4, A(P1) = 4 and thus we may apply the Higman theorem 
again. D 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The following strengthening of Proposition 2.7 fails to be true: The vertex v in 
Figure 5 fails to be contained in a rigid path P with A(P) = 4. 
FIGURE 5 
We do not know whether every vertex of a rigid balanced graph G is contained in a 
rigid tree T with A(T) = A(G). 
The following related problem is of independent interest: 
PROBLEM. For which infinite k there exists a rigid (graph-theory) oriented tree with 
k vertices. 
It follows from the results of Galvin and Shelah [4] and [14] that if K-(w);w then 
there is no rigid oriented tree with K vertices. However, the characterization of 
sizes of oriented rigid trees is presently unknown. 
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